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ABSTRACT

ns of convergence rates for several possible
eigenfutiction source atrategies led to the selection of the
"otraight" analog of the analytic power method as the source
strategy for Monte Carlo cigenfunction calculations. To
inoure a fair gaae strategy, the number of histories per
iteration iimcfcaccs with increasing iteration number* The
eottaatc of cigenfunction uncertainty i3 obtained from a
codification of a proposal by D. B. MacMillan and involves
only e3tlsiate3 of the usual purely statistical component
of uiicertaiaty and a serial correlation coefficient of
lag one.

I. SffiHODWCTION

It ±o convenient to consider each possible Monte Carlo cigenfunction
strategy as composed of two baole parts. The first part ia the totality of
the Monte Carlo procedures that would be involved in a fixed source calcula-
tion. The second part is the ei^enfunctien source shape strategy that con-
nects successive generations.

The construction of an efficient overall eigeafunetion strategy requires
that the fixed Gource procedures, and the method of connecting successive
generations, each be made efficictrt. Methods for improving the efficiency,
i.e. reducing the standard deviation per unit machine time, in fixed source
procedures have been frequently investigated and developed* In contrast,
aethods for reducing the variance arising from the source shape strategy
hare received relatively little attention; even the basic requirements for
a "fair game" strategy appear to have been little understood.

All source shape strategies considered in this report arc required by
tbs authors to be "fair game" strategies. Thus, the first subsection of
Section II is a discussion of "fair game" requirements. This subsection also
includes a description of a "reference" strategy which is used to provide a
comparison of relative convergence rates of all other strategies. The re-
mainder of Section II describes various source shape strategies considered;
they include strategies using Green's function, strategies using
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extrapolation factors, and strategies using importance sampling. The final
subsection of Section II discusses the details of the source strategy
selected.

Having selected a definite strategy, Section III of the report then
describes the approach that led to the meatus of assigning eigenfunction un-
certainties. The resulting uncertainty formula is partly empirical, and for
that reason it required extensive numerical testing. The results of these
tests are also presented in Section III.

II. ETOEHFUNCTION SOURCE STRATEGY

1&e investigation that led to the selected source shape strategy is
described in this section. First, however, the "fair game" requirements for
a general eigenfunction strategy are discussed and a reference strategy is
defined.

a. Beferonce Strategy

The presentation in thio subsection will sunnarize some results given in
detail in Kef. [11.

First, we introduce for convenience the term "limit in probability" de-
noted by the symbol "Fldm." Thus FLiffl XJJ = X means that for the sequence of

random variables

Ida rp{)Xjj-X|< «}]
c a e we say t

and tor some parameter X, the condition

{ j j 1 is met for any arbitrarily chosen positive e- In this
case we say that the sequence of random variables, XN, converges in proba-
bility to X. The concept of repeatability involved in determining
Pf fXjrX|< «} tor a given value of If « No, where X N is a sequence of dependent
random variables, la to repeatedly ŝ eturn to the calculation beginning with
new set3 o? random numbers and obtain a sequence of values for XJJ . The

fraction cf such values for which
probability.

-X|< c is an estimate of the desired

We may write any overall Monte Uarlo eigenfunction strategy using a
neutron production Green's function as

The three random variables in this equation are defined as follows:

l) G". is an estimate of the fission neutron production rate in
elementary volume i due to a unit fission source in elementary volume J in
the n*" iteration. Possible values of this random variable are determined
by starting one or more neutrons in elementary volume j and determining the
neutron production rate per start neutron in elementary volume 1 by Monte
Carlo tracking. Consequently, the number of neutron histories in a value of
j will be the number of starting neutrons in elementary volume j in the
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n iteration. If the number of histories in a value of G.. approaches
infinity, Chen the limit in probability of G?, is G^j wheriJGij Is the
analytic Green*s function over elementary volumes.

ij

n+1
2) t̂  is an estimate of the fission neutron production rate in ele-

mentary volume 1 at the n t n iteration of the iteration process used. As
implied by the above equation, •J*1 is a dependent random variable.

3) K^S?) is another estimate of the fission neutron production rate in
elementary volume J at the n t h iteration, but in general, is only relative
to other elementary volumes* S? alone is another estimate of the fission
neutron production rate In elementary volume J at the n t Q iteration, and is
obtained in some manner, yet to be specified, from previous iteration re-
sults. One peaBible means of doing this is the analog of the analytic power
mstfeod, i.e. set S? • •?. The symbol K0(Sj) denotes an operator Kn acting
of S1?. In general, the operator K° involves a sampling process and a nor-
malisation proceos, although one or both of these processes may be absent.
The sampling operator K** in the Monte Curio eigenfunction iteration process
defines the means by which neutron starting sites and weights are determined
in the a t n iteration. For example, a possible definition of the operator K11

which involves both sampling and normalization, processes is as follows:
first a finite number of neutron starting sites are distributed among the

S

elementary volumes using

I
as the frequency distribution function and

using a set of random numbero designated by the index n. Second, the sum of
neutron weights (cay unity per site) over the starting sites are normalised
to unity. If we let Iin be the number of neutron histories in iteration n,
and if we let St be a source oirongth per elementary volume J that is inde-
pendent of" n (i.e. a fixed ooitrce), then we may write

SJ'

where E3. are normalized values of S,, i.e.
J u

The only sampling operator used in this report is that given above as
an example. In the discussion of this particular operator, we did not
identify the precise means by which starting sites are selected using
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- " as t&e frequency distribution function. For example, a purely

3
randan sampling could be used, or one that is purely systematic, or sane
combination of both (semi-systematic). We do not need to be concerned with
these details, since all that is required to demonstrate a fair game is that
the above Hdm equation is satisfied; that is, the sampling operator will
properly treat & fixed source.

We will now exhibit the condition to b« net for a fair game in a Monte
Carlo eigenfunetion strategy. Let Yj be tho fundamental mode eigenfunction
neutron production rate over elementary veltxae 1 from analytic transport
theory. T&us, ¥i satisfies the equation

3

where fty is the analytic Green's function ever elementary volumes, and

where"?« • ~-*— . Here the eigenvalue, \t is a normalization factor, i.e.

X " V f.. Using Hdsalts, the condition to be met for a fair game in an

J
elgenfunction strategy vhere Iteration results are accumulated with weights
•qual to mntber of histories per iteration, M", is given by

As dlscvased pwviously, tj satisfies an equation of the fora

J
It »ay be observed at this point that it will generally be desirable to
accumulate iteration results with weights equal to number of histories per
Iteration, since this will result In minimal variance in a fixed source
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calculation.

The simplest Monte Carlo eigenfunetion strategy 1B the analog of the
analytic power method, i.e. set S n • <Pj. This strategy will be taken as the
reference strategy, i.e. all other strategies will be compared to the power
method to judge relative convergence rates. As shown in Ref. [1], this
pover method strategy is not a fair game if the number of histories per
Iteration, Nn, is a constant independent of n. (The appendix of this report
gives a weighting scheme for neutron starting weights such that a fair game
is obtained in this case). A sufficient set of conditions to insure a fair
gaae In the power oethod strategy are:

(1)
n-*ea

(2) The carapling operator properly treats a fixed source.
Since the number of histories per iteration becomes large as
a incrcaaea (condition 1), we muot have PLln K^Sj) ""§,,

n-«»

(3) Because the atrategy is a Markov proceaB, we must require that
all iterations used in the calculation produce progeny. This
is easily done with the device that should an iteration not
produce progeny, then the first prior iteration with progeny is
used to continue the process.

(k) The physical problem imder consideration must be one for which
the analytic neutron transport equation has a unique fundamental
mode eigenfunction. aiat is, certain sufficient "connectivity"
conditions among the elementary volumes are net which insure such
s unique eigenfuncti€"A. These connectivity conditions will be met
for all reactor probloo of practical interest*

With these conditions, it SoUam essentially by definition that the
resulting "power method" strategy is a fair game. This is easily seen by
considering the representation of the n*ft iteration of the Monte Carlo
calculation, i.e.

Because of conditions (3) and (h), we know that th« Plda f? does exist. Let
its value be y,. Taking Hdmito of both sides of the above equation, we
immediately obtain

u Y
j

This is the analytic neutron transport equation over elementary volumes.
Since negative neutrons are not penoitted to be born at fission sites, and
since the trivial zero solution is not possible because of condition (3),
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then the above V^ must be the fundamental mode eigenfunction. Thus the
general condition for a fair game is net, i.e.

nriL

vfcere 7^ io the fundamental mode eigenfuncticn over elementary volumes from
analytic transport theory.

All of the source shape strategies considered in the remainder of this
section arc aade fair games by the same approach used for the power method
described above. That io, the number of histories per iteration will in-
crease with Increasing iteration number.

The subsequent subsections will describe the new eigenfunction strat-
egies that were considered and the results of coopering their convergence
rates to the reference strategy. In order to make these comparisons more
meaningful; a source guess accuracy requirement was adopted. However, there
is another obvious reason for adopting such a requirement* That is, in any
conceivable eigenfunction strategy, one cannot permit an arbitrarily pcor
source gues3 in a large core and obtain satisfactory convergence in reason-
able cotsputing times. Thus in all strategies considered, we will require
that the cigenfunction guess be within about 2 P.E.'s of the true eigen-
function, where the P.E. is computed for the number of histories in the 1st
iteration. This condition can be easily meb, since such a guess is not
highly accurate. A workable method of verifying that the source guess is of
thin accuracy for practical sise cores is to compare the eigenfunction
estimate at the end of the problem with the guess. Should this comparison
reveal that the guess was not within 2 P.E.'s, then a sequence of initial
iterations should be omitted until the source accuracy condition is met.
Thio procedure vill be carried out In all subsequent testing of eigenfunc-
tion strategies.

b. Source Strategies Using Green's Function

An accumulated neutron production Green's function in an eigenfunction
Monte Carlo calculation, say ^*H', is defined as the estimate of the fission
neutron prod-action rate in region j due to a unit fission source in region
J*. This matrix is the result of normalizing an accumulative matrix formed
by adding to a corresponding matrix element the fission neutron production
as each neutron collision occurs. The nomalization is performed by rowj
the1 normalisation factor for the J' row being the reciprocal of the total
number of neutrons born in region j'. The index n indicates the total
number of iterations contributing to the accumulation. Thus if the Monte
Carlo eigenfunction calculation ic a fair game, i.e. capable of converging
to the true transport theory solution, then at any stage of such a calcula-
tion an estimate of the region integrated eigenfunction, say Pj, and an
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estimate of the eigenvalue, say X, may be made using the above Green's func-
tion. Of course these estimates vould be in addition to those already
available directly from the Monte Carlo calculation. The relative merits of
these two types of estimates will ha discussed later.

Knowing G^"$, at the end of iteration n-1, we may obtain the estimated,
i.e. projected, eigenvector Pi and^the projected eigenvalue \ by the analytic
power nethod. Ifcat is, we define pj as,

y

Hie above iterative process is carried cut by starting with some eigenvector
guess and continuing until some convergence criterion for the eigenvector is
met. Let L be ths total number of iterations so performed. Then p£ is the
projected eigenvector and

\^ 3-a the projected eigenvalue.

Using the representation of o general Monte Carlo eigenfunction
strategy from subsection (a), i.e.

A
we moy hopefully define an accelerated strategy by setting the source for the
n*h iteration as

S P

Of course, this could be done with some chosen regularity during the course
of the calculation rather than every iteration.

Use has been made of the projected eigenvalue, and the quantity L in con-
Junction with the 05R Monte Carlo program. For example, G. W. Morrison,
J. T. Mihalczo, a»ia D. C. Irving [2] use the quantity L to decide how many
initial Monte Carlo iterations do not have a sufficiently converged source in
order that they may be excluded from the eigenfunction accumulation. Of
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course, in this application, the eigenvector guess, by region j, would be
taken as the original source guess in the Monte Carlo calculation.

The projected, i.e. matrix, eigenvalue has been used in connection with
OJR criticality calculations«, Bils estimated eigenvalue is of interest since
it is a separate estimate from that obtainable directly from the Monte Carlo
calculation, i.e. the ratio of total neutron production to total source. Of
course these two estimates are not independent. Mihalczo, in his 05R calcu-
lations of delayed-crltical assemblies [3], found that the matrix eigenvalue
vas always within a standard deviation of that computed from the ratio of
total neutron production to total source. A similar conclusion vas arrived
at by M. E. Mendelson in his Monte Carlo criticality calculations using the
KAHi version of 05R [4]. Mendelson found that if a reasonable source guess
vas used, then the aatrix eigenvalue doeB not appear to be any better than
that obtained free a ratio.

The idea of using a Green*G function in Monte Carlo eigenfunction calcu-
lations to obtain better estimates of the eigenfunction and eigenvalue has
been frequently discussed by Monte Carlo workers. It appears to have
originated with K. V. Morton t53 and was further developed by £. L. Kaplan
[€]; however, it also appears that their work vas purely theoretical. This
idea lo especially appealing if one views it as follows: , Consider a reactor
broken up into a finite number of gross regions over which a Green's function
matrix is tabulated. In applying the analytic analog of the power method to
such a problem, the eigenfunction error would consist principally of the
first overtone component.

It intuitively seems that the matrix eigenfunction should enable rapid
removal of the lower overtone modes, since they would be easily sensed over
gross regions. After local normalization, deviations from the eigenfunction
interior to a gross region would be sore dependent on the higher overtones,
which die out rapidly. Thus it would seem that if the projected eigenfunc-
tion over gross regions at iteration a were used to determine the source for
iteration n+1, then a considerable go:751 in convergence rate would be obtained.
This differs from the approach used with OJ5R calculations, since knowledge of
the projected eigenfunction was not need, to detenaine the source for the sub-
sequent iteration.

This idea has been more recently discussed by L. L. Carter and N. J.
McCoxnlck (,73. Again, however, it wao not actually tried in a Monte Carlo
calculation. Instead, they constructed what was believed to be a reasonable
analytic representation of the Monte Carlo procedure using diffusion theory.
In their analysis of convergence rates with this model, they considered the
straight power method, the use of the Green's function as in 05R. and the use
of the Green's function at iteration n to determiiie the source shape over
gross regions for iteration n+1. They found that the 05R approach gave
faster convergence than the power method and that the last approach above
gave much faster convergence than the power method. It should be noted that
the first part of their conclusion is in conflict with actual Monte Carlo
calculations as performed by Mihalczo [3] and Mendelson £V

Secause of ihe Intuitive appeal of using the Green *s function at itera-
tion n to determine source shiipe over gross regions for iteration n+1, the
technique vas tried. She projected eigenfunction as described earlier was
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used to determine the source sh&pe over gross regions in the power method.
ScoiosystezBtic sampling of actual sites within a gross region was used to
accurately obtain the desired source strength by gross region. Also, the
projected eigenfunction was aade with a variety of periods, that is every
iteration, every 2nd iteration, every 5th iteration, every 10th iteration*,

In all cases that were tested, which covered a variety of core sizes, no
gain in eigenfunction convergence rates could be detected relative to the
straight power method. Since this Green's function procedure was more elab-
orate than the corresponding procedure used for 05R by Mlhalczo and Mendelson,
then "by inference we have verified their conclusion of no gain in convergence
rates with the simpler procedure. We must also conclude that the analytic
modeling of Monte Carlo by Carter and McCorraick was much too crude to permit
reasonable estimates of gains in convergence rates using Greenfs functions.

In view of the conplete failure of the Greenfs function approach, one
night ask what is wrong with the intuitive argument that was given to support
it. The best way to answer this is to state a proper view of the Green's
function approach which la as follows: Within the straight Monte Carlo analog
oi* the power sethoG, the eigenfunction by gross region aiay be estimated by
either the total cumulated source or the total cumulated fission neutron pro-
duction. Since in the power method, the neutron production for the n t n itera-
tion iscecRGc, within statistics resulting from the semi-systematic sampling,
the source for the n+ls* iteration, then it follows that the total cumulated
source at the ft* iteration iti.ll be very close in shape to the cumulated
fission neutron production. This will occur even for n small if a reasonable
source guess is made. The Green's function matrix elements are formed from
the sane neutron histories that contribute to the cumulated neutron produc-
tion. The eigenvector from this matrix, by definition, is a source that will
yield a neutron production of the same shape. But based on the information
content of the matrix, i.e. all histories, this is already nearly the case
sine* the cumulated source is very close in shape to the cumulated neutron
production. '.Rms the eigenvector from the matrix will always be close to
that obtained by the power metfaofl after very few iterations. That is, the
Green's function approach cannot provide a worthwhile improvement is con-
vergence rate relative to the pewer method in Monte Carlo.

c. Source Strategies Using Extrapolation Factors

The success of extrapolation factors in accelerating eigenfunetion con-
vergence in analytic diffusion theory calculations is well knownj this
suggests the aiipHcation of such factors in Monte Carlo eigenfunction calcu-
lations.

First we will consider the use of a single linear extrapolation factoi*
in the reference strategy, that 1G, a straight analog of the analytic power
method. This will be done by obtaining the form of this factor for the
analytic power method and applying it directly in a series of Monte Carlo test
calculations. Making use of the neutron production Green's function, G-y, as
in subsection (a), we may write the analytic power method for the fundamental
mode, using matrix notation and using subscripts for region indices, ae

T tyj



vhere J^ ID the nultiplittutien factor for the £*h iteration, i.e. K& ^\ %&

and where bars denote normalization, e.g. ~f «»—^L— . When a single linear

extrapolation factor, wr is used in the power method to obtain the fundamental
node eigenftusetion, then the above procedure is altered as follows. After

obtaining Gytfj"3' froa the £-lst iteration, we normalize it by dividing by

the multiplication factor, Ju, anS define

J M s <rf is then used on the right hanfi side of the equation for the A
iteration, i.e.

For the Monte Carlo eigenfunction calculation, a corresponding procedure
aay be defined as follows. First write a general eigenfunction strategy as
in subsection (a), i.e.

After o*oi»iuiisg Yj Ŝ offl the n«2 itr-r-atien; we define

for the n iteration as,

value of the extrapolation factor, u>, in the analytic calculation is
defined by the following considerations. Let Yj_ be a general eigenfunetion
of XYj » Gi^y When the extrapolation procedure is used, the corresponding
eigenfunction equation with eigenvalues n is,

171
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^ - V1(1-«B) + (» - i f i - ,

g Its the itedasental code eigenvalue, I . e . \ o Um K^.
Jt,— <»

We say rewrite this equation as

That is, the eigenfunetion la the caae tut the eigenvalues JJI have undergone a
linear trsnsffoKsaticn,

\\ • u> JL + l-tt«.

Let ̂  be the elsenvnlue aocceiated vith the n*h mode eigenfunction of
X':7£ = G..V.. We know that ̂  > ̂  > X» > ••• X n > . . . > 0 and for large
n,\n -* 0 (this is known from pSiysical considerationsj not mathematical ones).
Since thf fucdauental sode eigeccfanetion error for u> = 1 and large Z is pro-

portiona? to l_i j then ve nisy aake use of the linear transformation to

reduce the size of this quantity. If n can take on large values then the
optiaua transforaaticn occurs wlion ̂  <= -JJ^ for n large, 3ince in thiG CBGO
we will have the aini -.«m value o? Max (Bs, nni,g,...). The value of u) to

Mo
achieve thio tiranoforaation is obtained as follows. For n large iin-»l-<i)(u>> 1) •

Also we know that (Ĵ  » to ~i + 1-CJ. Thus the desired to is given by u>-l a
\

[o —s + 1-IB o- t« "= s i,- ( -2i ia called the dominance ratio).

The fundamental mode eigenfunction error for large I in the analytic pro-

cedure is now proportional to ~(w-1)*1 « ! ̂ ^ — instead of
1 ^

A series of test problems were carried out using the single linear ex-
trapolation factor. The indices i and J refer to different fuel composi-
tions. The values of to used were Get by the dominance ratio as described
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above awl the m v«3 applied every Iteration. Tlie test problems demonstrated
that no gain in convergence rates could tee obtained relative to the reference
strategy* This failure occurs becaucn the difference required in the extrap-
olation, (v? - "y?" )j is daninated by statistical fluctuations; this happens
even when only a few gross regions (i.e. coaroonjitions) are used and with as
sany as 3000 histories per iteration. In all tests, the source accuracy
conditions were aet as described in subsection (a).

In spite of the failure of the use of a single linear extrapolation
factor in the reference strategy,, the question still remains as to whether a
core elaborate extrapolation scheme could provide a gain in Monte Carlo eigen-
function convergence rates. One of the more elaborate extrapolation schemes
involves the via of mltiplc linear extrapolation factors, i.e. the Chebyshev
polynomial cchc*« such as that applied in diffusion theory calculations [8],
In thia cclicre the above extrapolation cquatirn,

£L--?
ia rej

"Aarc *y. and pg arc Sisnstiono of the iteration nvaher £ and of the dooinance

ratio npi .

Tfio expressions fox <y, and fl aro
Ju *

^1

where Y " cosh"1

B, if repeated applications of Chebyshev polynomials of <icsree one are
made then the scheme ia identical to the previous c\e with a single extrapo-
lation factor* In general applications #£ and p,^ would approach values given
by
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Ltm n 1. It ic now clear that if the use of

the single extrapolation factor fails because of statistical fluctuations in
the difference

TJ8-1
,.2-1
Ui

then the Chebyshev polyacalal approach must fail also (it will fail all the
note tccaucG %• > w).

In rojccting both of the above extrapolation schemes for Monte Carlo eal-
, vo Lave rejected cucceceful schemes for analytic calculations.

One utlll iil/jht Mice the qucction as to whether an extrapolation scheme could
be deviced for [".'onto Carlo that eowld overcome the difficultieD cauGed by
atotlotlcnl fluctuations. In attempting to answer this question, it is con-
venient to THGG CGTZO concepts from Information theory. First, however, let us
recall that the Chebyshev polynomial scheme originated by asking the follow-
ing queotion: Is it possible when forming <j* for the &™ iteration to take
an the value of •';*• a linear coabination of <f> an^ ai]_ previous ^'s and there-
by accelerate convergence? That is, if we write

/ a &n!
en ean we c^oosc constants a. , independent of source

o, cueh that this tA is closer to the fundamental mode eigenfunc'bion?
anawor is ycc, and although the o.pM are not obtained explicitly, the re-

sulting procedure In the three»tera ClJc-byohev polynomial extrapolation de-
above.

There is on analagous question we vi\y ask when considering a Monte Carlo
eigenfunction procedure, and an stated earlier it can be developed uoing scaie
notation from infoiaation theory. Ret the eigenfunction estimate from the
0n iteration be written as, ^ ~ B^ + H^, where S^ represents a wanted signal
fraa the X™ iteration and K* is a random noise. Consider now a prediction of
the eigenfunction at iteration & + n, say S*+n, written as a linear combina»
tion of $m, m=>l,...,Jj. That is:

where the constants ĥ j are to be chosen such that S is closer in some
sense to the fundeaiental mode eigenfunction. Here the h- are called a linear
filter. The problem of finding an optimum linear filter naG been considered
by N. Wiener [91 • &* particular, he solves for hjj which will minimize
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E

where E denotes expected value* What is required then, is an extension of
the linear filter approach which will have the property that if the noise
approaches zero (i.e. number of histories per iteration becomes latge), then
the h-'c becoae siisilar to those that are obtained from the Cheb^shev poly-
nomial approach. If the signal is constant (i.e. a fixed source problem),
then clearly ainiaua variance will occur for S**11 if the hm's are propor-
tional to the number of histories In ft ffi+1.

Initial iterations, with on this order of 500 histories each, will be
closer to the latter case than to the fosrsero That is, the initial itera-
tions will be core HKe constant signal with random noise than like variable
signal with zero noise* But the reference strategy already weighs iteration
results by the number of histories per iteration. Of course, the noise to
signal ratio does dinlniGh with increasing iteration number because of the
increasing nunber of histories per iteration.

If the above extension of liuear filter theory were obtained, its use
night not result in large gains in Monte Carlo eigenfunction convergence
rates; nevertheless this approach has some promise [lo], but is outside the
ocope of this 3tudy.

d. Source Strategies Using Xtepprtance Sampling

Importance sampling offers a general means of reducing the Monte Carlo
uncertainty in a specified neutron reaction rate. For example, if an
Approximate solution of the adjoint transport equation is known, where the
adjoint source lc the fflpace-enc.njy dependent cross section for the desired
reaction rate, then one may altoi? the frequency distribution functions in the
normal Monte Carlo process (and introduce weights to retain a fair game) in
Guch a way that the standard deviation for the desired reaction rate is de-
creaccd per history. As the approximate adjoint solution approaches the true
adjoint solution, this standard deviation per history approaches zero; if
the approximate solution becoraes too crude, the standard deviation can be~
cone larger than that from a noxusil Monte Carlo calculation*

In addition to the difficulty of obtaining a sufficiently accurate
approximate solution of the adjoint transport equation, the Importance
sampling approach described above haa another serious drawback. Namely, one
may choose only one neutron reaction rate per calculation to be obtained with
small standard deviation. In general, importance sampling may be viewed as
a process where the reduction of variance for a reaction of Interest is ob-
tained at the cost of increasing the variance for other reactions. Thus,
ouch a process would not be generally acceptable when attempting to obtain
the eifjenfunotion shape by Monte Carlo.

However, one may still raise the question as to whether there are im-
portance sampling techniques that could significantly improve the definition
of the overall eigenfunctien shape by reducing the ratio of the source shape
uncertainly to the statistical uncertainty and by reducing the total

J
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uncertainty. A definitive answer to this question is outside the scope of
this study, but the answer is conjectured to be no. For example, consider
the following limited form of importance sampling, a form that may be called
"source" importance sampling* Start with the observation that neutrons from
the high energy part of the fission spectrum are more important in determining
overall eigenfunction shape than those from the low energy part* Thus,
source importance sampling that would start more neutrons at high energy
(with adjusted weights to retain the proper source spectrum) could result in
soce reduction of source shape uncertainty, but would increase statistical
uncertainty because of the non-constant starting weights. Intuitively, we
feel that such a process could not result in a significant reduction of total
eigemfunction uncertainty.

More generally, several specialized forms of importance sampling are
frequently available for fixed source problems that could be used in elgen-
functlon calculations. These are available in splitting and Russian
Roulette. Such forma of importance sampling have not been used in teot
calculations because again we intuitively believed that significant reduc-
tions in total eigenfunction uncertainty would not occur. An exception,
which In used routinely in eigenfunction calculation, is Russian Roulette in
the thermal group in large water reflectoro.

3. A Reference Strategy

In the preceding subsections, we have discussed several possible source
strategies including a reference strategy, ie. the straight analog of the
analytic power method with an increasing number of histories per iteration.
1!he strategies discussed include: 1) those using a Green's function approach,
2) those using extrapolation factors, and 3) those using importance sampling.
Tne test calculations performed in this study did not reveal any strategy
superior to a reference strategy, which will be described. Also from this
otudy, the approach that has been deemed most likely to offer some improve-
ment in Monte Carlo eigenfunctiori convergence rates relative to the reference
strategy is the extension of linear filter theory discussed in subsection
(c)j but, as stated earlier, ttai;; ia beyond the scope of this work.

Some Important operational details of the reference strategy are as
fellows: Because all neutrons 1B a given iteration are processed through an
energy group before proceeding to the next energy group, then the calcula-
tional time per history becomes charter if the problem has fswer iterations
with more histories per iteration. On the other hand, it is desirable in an
eigenfunction calculation to have as many iterations as possible. Thus, re-
ducing the number of histories QG far as possible without lewing too much
machine efficiency in initial iterations led the authors to adopt 500 as the
minimal number of histories per iteration. Because of correlated sampling,
it is desirable that all eigenfuncticn problems have the same number of
histories per iteration.

The reference strategy uses an increase of 10 histories per iteration in
successive iterations. Thus in the N*a Iteration, the number of histories
per iteration would be 500 + 10 N and the total number of histories through
the N t h iteration would be 50QN • 5N(NU).
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The rate of increase of 10 histories per iteration VBB arrived at as
follows; FroD the work of Ideberoth [11*1, it is known that the eigenfunction
error that results from an infinite number of power iterations, each with a
constant number of histories per iteration, decreases ac .i . Thus, the de-

N
sire to keep the total number of Iterations as large as possible for a fixed
total number of histories, and at the same time to insure a reasonable re-
moral rate for the eigenfunction error that vould result from a fixed number
of histories, led the authors to adopt the rate Increase of 10 histories per
iteration. From the discussion of this error removal in Ref. [1], it is
evident that this error will tenet to cause the approach to the eigenfunction
to be on the side in which there is some power shift toward regions of low ks>,
and that the eigenvalue will tend to converge from below rather than above.
However, calculations for realistic types of reactors have not shown such a
discernible trend. This suggests, for realistic calculations, that in general
such a component of the source shape uncertainty is small relative to the
statistical uncertainty.

There is otte final important operational detail connected with the eigen-
funetion strategy adopted; the procedure to be used to obtain an estimate of
the total eigenfunction uncertainty. '2he remainder of this report will deal
with arrivir^g at such a procedure.

III. EIGENFUNCTION UNCSRTAINY

This section presents the arguments that led to a formula for total
eigenfunction uncertainty for the strategy adopted. As in previous sections,
it will again be convenient to consider the overall strategy as composed of
the sene two parts. That is, the first part is the totality of the Monte
Carlo procedures that vould be involved in a fixed source calculation; the
uncertainties in this part are called statistical. The second part is the
eigenfunction source strategy that connects successive generations; the un-
certainties in this part are called source eh&je uncertainties. It is
obvious that in any eigenfunction calculation, the uncertainties from these
two parts ase connected* However, 1 M B breakdown is convenient here simply
because uncertainties that arise fran fixed source calculations are very
easily obtained and are an Integral part of all fixed source Monte Carle
calculations. Some insights as to the nature of the source shape uncertain-
ties can be obtained by considering oome properties of the statistical un-
certainties. This is done in subsection (a). Subsection (b) formalizes these
observations through use of serial correlation coefficients and arrives at a
formula tor total eigenfunction uncertainty by a modification of an approach
proposed by D. B. MacMillan. Because the overall formula for eigenfunction
uncertainty Is partly empirical, subsection (c) then gives some results of
its verification by numerical testing.

a. Some Properties of the Statistical Uncertainties

There are two commonly used methods in Monte Carlo" to provide estimates
of statistical uncertainties. The first is a variance calculation based on
a history by history basis; i.e. each experiment is taken to be one history.
This estimate is an accurate estimate cf the purely statistical uncertainty,
since it yields the identical result that one vould obtain from a
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hypothetical fixed source problem where the total sampling from the fixed
source yields the total set of source sites from all iterations in the
elgenfunc.tien calculation.

The second estimate of statistical uncertainty that is commonly used
appears superficially to fee a correct combination of source shape uncertainty
and statistical uncertainty. This estimate is that obtained from a variance
calculation on an iteration by iteration "basis. This estimate appears to in-
clurie the source shape uncertainty, because within the power method the itera-
tion source change is by iteration. However, test calculations which compare
tfcese two estimates of uncertainty have shown that their magnitudes are
reasonably close to each other. Since the first estimate is without question
the purely statistical uncertainty, then we must consider the second estimate
the same uncertainty as the i'irst.

The above observations suggest the following argument. Since the un-
certainty calculation on an iteration by iteration basis does sense the
changing source chape, this uncertainty cotId be of the same magnitude aB the
statistical uncertainty only if there exists a correlation among itemtion
source chapes such nhut there is almost a cancellation of the source shape
cenponent of uncertainty* But. the existence of such a correlation suggests
that aoycptotieally (i.e. after a large number of iterations) the source
chape uncertainty is some constant times the statistical uncertainty. Stated
differently, after a large number of iterations we can visualize that the
sampling of possible source shapes lags behind the sampling of possible
neutron production shapes based on these source shapes, and that the ratio of

rates tends to soae constant.

Of course, the above argument, t?hich suggests that the ratio of source
chape and statistical uncertainties tends to a constant for a large number
of iterations, is of little value unless the magnitude of this constant can
be CGtirsated. This ratio strongly depends on the type of quantity being
edited in the Monte Carlo calculation; for example, let us consider the
region dependence of the ratio for neutron production rates. If the region
oizo starts to approach the ttfiole reactor, then because the neutron produc-
tion shape error will most lilmly consist of the lower overtones which will
roughly integrate to sero, tfc ratio of source shape and statistical un-
certainty decreases. Stated differently, there are negative correlations
among neutron production ratcc over some large subregions of a reactor. At
the other extreme of a region oize becoming snail, it i3 obvious that again
the ratio of source shape and statistical uncertainties decreases. Thus, one
concludes that the ratio "becoffioo a maximum for some intermediate sized region.

An early approach taken by the authors for obtaining the asymptotic
Gcuvce ahape uncertainty wa3 to obtain a maximum ratio of source shape and
statistical uncertainties from test calculations and use this constant
universally £12% Thus, in practice we computed the usual statistical un-
certainty, and applied a constant multiplicative factor to obtain the source
shape uncertainty. When continuing calculations revealed that this factor
was greater than 10 for some edit quantities, this approach was dropped since
it would force unreasonable conservatism in the uncertainties for most edit
quantities.
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b. Eigenfunction Uncertainty Using Serial Correlation

The conjecture of the previous subsection, thai in the asymptotic range
the source chape uncertainty is cocie constant times the statistical uncer-
tainty, Esay be formalized as follows: Let ̂  be an estisaifce of some neutron
reaction rate from iteration n in an eigenfunction calculation. Accumulating
iteration results for N iterations yields the Monte Carlo estimate of this
reaction rate, say %, where

H

where aR =» — j j - — — , and N in the number of neutron histories in iterr.ation n.

As dl^euacctl In Section II, the eigenfunction otrategy insures tliat PLitn %

io the trancport theory value of the reaction rate. Following a well-known
derivation uoins expected va2.ue notation, we may write

Let JJ_ = E(x^), then we iiave

N

But o^(x ) «s E(x -n ) 2 , and the correlation coefficient between x and x ,
say omi, 5.0 defined by,

pnm
Thuo we may write,

N
a (Rw) = ^

n=l

Let of(%) be the purely statistical component of variance for SN, after N
iterations; then in the asymptotic range we must have

J
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We nay write

n—1 n< Q
wow if the source shape uncertainty Is some constant times the statistical

uncertainty, then this only implies that

H

n< m
£ ^ [ X I, ̂' V ^ pna ̂ exists« However, if the

1
of liiotorico per iteration were a constant, that is, a n » ag, » "j^

then it 1c alco obviouc that in the asymptotic range the correlation co-
efficient, ofm> lo a function only of tho difference in n and m. The expec-
tation that this should be true even when the number of histories per
iteration increases with iteration number has been verified by test calcula-
tions. Thma, if we set k = n-m, then we nay write

where p^ is called the serial correlation coefficient of lag k.

The expression for O^(RJJ) »"«cw te

Let no define

M-l

A - X I &r ft
k»l \ n«l

n+k "k I *

We nay note in passing, that if we assume that the purely statistical un-
certainty and source shape uncertainty are independent, then \J 2A \
is the magnitude of the source shape uncertainty.

Attempts by the authors bo use the above expression for O^(EM) in test
eigenfunction calculations did not prove to be workable. For example, for
some adit quantities the series that defines A wa3 alowly converging, and the
Dfc involved appeared erratic for larger values of k even after a few hundred
iterations. Also, there are practical difficulties in this approach because
of the machine storage requirements In obtaining a large number of serial
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correlation coefficients for every edit quantity.

A workable alternative to this approach vas proposed by D. B. MacMilLan
[13]. He proposed that only the serial correlation coefficient of lag 1 be
calculated explicitly and that those of higher labs be inferred. He argues
en a physical basis that an upper bound on the value of p^ may be obtained by
writing

XjU-1

where ~ is the doeinance ratio.

•Test calculations by MacMillan as well Q3 subsequent tests by the authors
have shown that this argument is sound. Thus with MacMillan's approach we
have upper estimates for all pk ence we have estimated px and supplied a
value of hk* We will nov consider Ltm A with values of p^ obtained frcu

MacHIllan'o conjecture* Beeauoo of the fixefi increase in number of histories
per it', ration, wo say write

L±n

for any value of k. Thus we have

k-1 »o

MscMiHan'n forarula for total eigenCmietioa uncertainty in reaction rate
becomes

1 -

A modification of this approach for estimating cr(RN) was developed by the
authors for two reasons. First, the above approach requires supplying the
dominance ratio, which is not alw&ys easy to obtain. Second, test calcula-
tions reveal that the estimated c(%) is conservative if pj_ is small in a
core with l£tge *1 • Recall from the discussion in subsection (a) that we

can expect, for a core with a given dominance ratio, there will be reaction
rates for which the ratio of source shape and statistical uncertainties will
be a maximum and hence p^ will be a maximum. Further, this maximum value of
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M
p^ will increase ao —= increases. The authors concluded by teot calculations
that MacMllan'o formula is not overly conservative in its estimate of O(RM)
for reaction rates for which p^ is a maximum. These same test calculations
have revealed that for reaction rates for which p^ ia much less than its
naxinun value, the values of pk decline with increasing k more like plf"

1 than

like ~
1 J That is,

" small

TWLo would lead to

Ma A
H-» OS

(for small p̂ )<

*1But oinco ttio Kiaximita value of p^ depenfls on •s~, we may hopefully scale thio

oxprosoion ouch that we obtain a reasonable value of Mm A for the maximum
N-» «

value of pj« Tills scale factor was empirically determined to be about 5.
Tims we have

5P,
5P,

Ida A «—— (for maximum p,) .

We say now linearly connect tfao values of Lim A for maxinum p. and for small
N - » 1

p, at the values p. «= 1 and p, a 0.2 by writing

A •»

This given an alternate foxtnula for o*(Ry), i.e.

As a result of test calculations which will be described in the next sub-
section, this formula for o(%) was adopted.

c. Numerical Testing of Foimtla for Total Eigesifunction Uncertainty

The formula for total eigenfunction uncertainty in a reaction rate %
is given in the previous subsection aa
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where cG(I^) is the purely statistical standard deviation, and p^ is the
serial correlation coefficient of lag 1. Some details of the calculational
steps ore as follows: If the estimate of the reaction rate % is given by

N

then the purely statistical variance cf{%) is given by

N

Since for convenience we desire to moo the above % and of {%) in ob-
taining pj_, we aay introduce the number of histories per iteration, Nn, as
weights in the definition of pj, ao follows:

Pi
N

I vST" K-i - V W

where af

n-2

H

n«2

N

a " m-JL
n H

n-2

n-a
5y siAkLng use of the approximations
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:d R.J;" - I yK* v
n=g IK! K

2

we obtain the expression used, that is

The cl(jcnfunction tost calculations my be described ao follows; The
erosr; ^oetiono QK3 fixed source procedures are ouch that a zero variance re-
oulfco In an infinite rccdiua calculation. In particular, the croGs sections
arc energy iKficpcnfiont and purely aboorbisis. The Monte Carlo eigenfunction
calculaticniD were porfoired for a serieo of eight slab coreo with dominance
ration ransinc frcai O.36 to 0,995. Although the dominance ratio,

— r — , I G not required in the uncertainty formula adopted, it is estimated

for each of the slab cores In the following manner: The neutron flux distribu-
tion, cay (g{x)t due to a plane unit source at x=O in an infinite purely
absorbing neQlvm with constant cross section is given by cp(x) «= J: E. (S |x | ) .

i 2

Tho neutron flux age, J, is then —i*— .

Using veil Itnovn resulto fro;"'i 'cwo-group diffusion theory, we may write
+in 1 2the n^" »codo eigenvalue ac proportional to g-, where Bn is the geometric

buckling for the a*11 mode oigenfunctionc* For a slab reactor, B? = (^_)
" H

and B | ̂  ̂ Tf~")> where H is the effective slab width, given as the actual slab
width plus twice the extrapolation distance. The extrapolation distance may
be taken an -JL . Thus the dominance ratio may be estimated as32

JL

For each slab core calculated, IT different region edits of the neutron
production rate were obtained and coiapared to accurate production rates. The
17 regions are: S symmetrically placed slab regions of volume fraction 0.01
each, 10 uniform &labs of volume fraction 0.1 each, 2 symmetrically placed
slab regions of volume fraction 0.3 each, 2 symmetilcally placed slab regions
of volume fraction 0.3 each, 3 symmetrically placed slab regions of volume
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fraction 0.5 each, and the 'whole core. The accurate production rates were
obtained by averaging results in symmetrically placed regions after too
iterations and a total of 10° histories. In all calculations, the source
guess accuracy requirement was met as discussed in subsection (b) of Fart II.

The eigenfunetion uncertainties for the five different sises of regions,
in each of the eight cores, are tabulated at multiples of 50 iterations up to
250 iterations in Table I. The eigenfunetion uncertainties are tabulated
using naively the purely statistical standard deviation as well as using the
standard deviation obtained with the formula. The method of uncertainty tab-
ulation is by use of a figure of merit, fB. For example, the figure of merit
for the regions of size 0.1 is the number of the ten regions with a neutron
production rate error greater than one probable error, plus the number of the
ten regions with an error greater than two probable errors, etc. to an in-
finite" sua. Thus, in this case the expected figure of merit, fffi, is 7.58.
A value truch greater than this indicates that the uncertainty estimates are
too snail, and a analler value indicates a conservative estimate. Shown in
Table I is the expected figure of merit plus 2©. An acceptable means of
estimating eigenfunction uncertainties is defined to be one with a figure
of merit less than this.

h
Table I shown that for a very email core, -— • .36, an acceptable estimate

of uncertainties is provided by the purely statistical standard deviation,
and that the formula gives only a slightly more conservative result. As the
cores become larger, we see that the purely statistical estimate of uncer-
tainty beccraeG, in general, unacceptable, whereas the formula gives acceptable
results. We may note that in the speeial case of the neutron production over
the whole core, i.e. the eigenvalue, the purely statistical standard devia-
tion for all cores is acceptable and that the formula gives essentially the
sane standard deviation. For the case of the largest core, Ai «= ,995, the

unacceptable results from the formula when the number of iterations is 50 or
100 is because the magnitude of the cofdtal correlation coefficient, pp is
not reasonably estimated for a large core unless more than 100 iterations are
performed. Although more than 100 iterations appears to be necessary to
obtain acceptable eigenfunction shape uncertainties, this is not required if
only an acceptable eigenvalue uncertainty is desired.

One final observation will be made concerning the approach of an esti-
mated Monte Carlo eigenfunction shape to the true eigenfunction shape. When
viewing an accumulation by iteration of a neutron reaction rate, one almost
naturally looks for an oscillation about the true reaction rate as the number
of iterations Increases. Of course this tendency also exists when viewing a
fixed source calculation. The properties of accumulated results by iteration
in a fixed source calculation are those of the classical random walk problem.
W. Feller [141 points out that in such a problem, the most probable number
of times that the estimated reaction rate crosses the true reaction rate is
zero, and that zero times is more probable than one time, etc. Further, the
mean number of iterations between crossings approaches infinity as the number
of iterations increases.

These same properties exist in a somewhat more severs form In a Monte
Carlo eigenfunction calculation even though the number of histories Increases
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with Increasing iteration number. Tills is because of the positive correla-
tion between successive iteration reaction rates. Thus, if the neutron source
shape at one iteration tends to make a single iteration reaction rate too
high, then sore likely than not the soarce shape of the next iteration will
tend to nake the next single iteration reaction rate too high. In contrast,
for a fixed source calculation, each single iteration result, assuming a
symmetrical frequency distribution function, Is equally likely to be above or
belov the true reaction rate. By analogy to the classical random walk prob-
lea, we conclude for the eigenfuncticn calculation that the mean number of
iterations between crossings of the estimated and true reaction rates
approaches infinity as the nvaber of iterations increases.
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APFEMBIX

As discussed in section II, the strategy adopted is an analog of the
analytic power method, with an increasing nuobsr of histories per iteration*
A question that naturally arises is whether neutron weights could lie intro-
duced In an analog of the power aetfcod with a fixed number of histories per
Iteration so as to oaks it a fair game* This appendix gives a procedure for
doing this and a proof that the result is a fair game.

We knew from Section Il.a that the equation describing the analog of the
power ttethod with an increasing number of histories per iteration, i.e.

.ml
*1 " /

3
reoult-o in t-tie analytic transport equation,

upon taking the P tira ao a-**8.

Suppose now we have a oystens that lo oupercritical and follow all
progeny cueli that the ausber of histories increases with iteration number
(eontiraiatien of the Markov process tsuot bs assured as discussed in Section
II»a. Tola process may bo represented in a power method analog with a fixed
number of histories per iteration by tfio nee of weights as follows: Let kL
be the multiplication factor for the n t o iteration, i.e. the total neutron
production divided by the total starting: wight in the n*ft iteration. Then
the supercritical process could be reprGcoated by having the weight for

n-1
iteration is, soy W determined by ¥ « 1, W » II k.. Suppose for tfco

moment there are no statioticnl fluctuatioaa in the multiplication factor k ,
then asymptotically (a large) k^ beeotseo o conotant, say fe» In thio cace Q

the weight W will have an exponential increase, i.e., we aay write W

S*1 • e 2 where a » In it. With such a weighting, tbs effective larauber of
histories contributing to any estimated reaction rate remains finite as n
increases and hence the process canr.ot be a fair game. This is easily seen by
observing that the effective number of histories contributing to a reaction
rate is proportional to the mean value of n for a fixed nvatosr of histories
per iteration} that is the mean value of n, say n, over previous iterations
up to iteration If. But,

r-
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B - /**»*> (N-n)dn - -5- [1 -

and

Lin n • o *

hence the effective number of histories contributing to a reaction rate is
finite as N-» » (of course the same occurs in a subcsltical reactor).

If we did not have statistical fluctuations in the asymptotic multi-
plication factor K, then a scaling of v (neutrons per fission) such that
s • 1 and hence c • 0 will produce the basic requirement that the effective
nuabcr of histories contributing to a reaction awte approaches «> as N-*«,
In thio case the weight Wn would be,

n-1
TT k<

w n «

Because of the statistical fluctuations in k^, the estimated multiplication
factor for iteration 1, caused by a finite number of histories in the Monte
Carlo calculation, a reactor that is Just critical as defined by the analytic
transport equation is subcritical in reality and the neutron density will
approach zero ao the iterations approach <» (this also occurs in a real
reactor). Uttis may be easily seen ac follows: A reactor that is just crit-
ical mathematically (i.e. continuous neutron density in the linear transport
equation) will meet the condition:

. N

We aay write kj - 1 - ̂  where b± arc the statistical fluctuations an.1
assume without losa of generality

N

I*!"0'
1-1

The amplitude of the spatially Integrated neutron density after N iterations
Is then proportional to

N

\ ••
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We Bay write

=1 i»l \i«2 / \i«3

Making use of

T

we nay write

n d-^) = i - 1 f }. ̂  ] + <>U3) < i.

3Ionee it la clear that the expected neutron density amplitude will approach
sero as IJ-* eo. The degree of cupercritieality required to keep the expected
neutron density amplitude at a constant for a large number of generations,
1J, in a reactor with finite neutron density, is obtained by scaling v by

(,- - ) •

Thus the desired neutron weight at iteration n in a problem with a total of N
iterations Is given by

n~l
IT It,

(This weighting was first suggested by D. B. MaeMillan, private communica-
tion) .

The proof that the use of the above weight, W_(N), in the Monte Carlo
process produces a fair game may be summarized aa Follows: Using the
definitions of section II«a, we may write the Monte Carlo process as

j

Summing both sides of this equation over n, we hrvve
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IC1 -1
n—1 j

\

n-1
IJ

1
N

The quantity in the parenthesis above is sinply a weighted average of the
estiEated neutron production in elementary volume i due to a neutron born in
elementary volume J; hence, its PLim as N-» ro is the analytic neutron pro-
duction Green's function G*.. All that io additionally required to show
that the above equation reduces to the analytic transport equation,

H

J

ic to -show that

W

n-1

N

1
PLim H i n+l

The desired result is immediately obtained by recognizing that the product,
Wn(N) times the sampling operator K

11, defines simtly a Russian Roulette
operator.

The weights Wn(N) and a fixed number of histories per iteration were
not used, since the weight for the n*n iteration continually changes as the
total number of iterations increases, thereby destroying the ability to use
accumulative counters for internal editing of reaction rates (this diffi-
culty would not exist for post editing).



EABLE I

Slab Core Eigenfunction Uncertainties

Region

No.

2
10
2
2
1

Data
Fract.
Size

.01

.1
• 3
• 5
1.0

Region
Data

No.

2
10
2
2
1

Fract.
Size

.01

.1
• 3
.5
1.0

Region
Data

No

• 2
10
3
2
1

Fract.
Size

.01

.1

.3

.5
1.0

Values of
X,

tm for J
= » .3*

Kb. of Iterations

Stat.

2_
10
1
0
0

For

1
9
1
0
0

50

Stat.

1
10
2
1
1

For

1
4
0
0
1

50

Stat.

2
13
3
0
0

For

0
6
0
0
0

100

!Stat.

1
9

i 2
2
1

For

I

8
2
2
1

Values of

150

Stat.

2
12
3
3
1

For

2
12

3
1

xlf for -i
a V)

20C

Stat.

3
5
0
1
1

- .68

Wo. of Iterations
100

Stat. JFor

0
10
2
0
1

0
6
0
0
i

Valueo of

Ho. of
100

Stat.

0
19
4
6
1

For

0
7
1
0
1

150

Stat. iFor

2 i 2
16
4
1

o

9
1
0
0

f for —i

For

3
5
0
1
1

200

Stat

2
15
5
1
0

= .84

Iterations
150

Stat. .For

1
17

1
6

6 1
1
2

0
2

For

2
9
2
0
0

200
i

Stat

0

13
3
0
1

For

0
6
1
0
1

25C

Stat.

1
10
1
1
1

1For
1
10

I 1
1
1

i

1 250

Stat.

3
13
5
5
0

For

3
7
2
2
0

250

Stat.

1
17
6
1
1

For

1
8
1
0
l

fm
1.51
7.58
1.51
1.51
.76

fin

1.51
7.58
1.51
1.51
.?6

,fn-

1.51
7.58
1.51
1.51
•76

f^+20

4,44
14.12
4.44
4.44
2.82

fm+2«r

4.44
14.12
4.44
4.44
2.82
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14.12
4.44
4.44
2.82
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2
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1
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7
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X
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6
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6
4
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2
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1
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2
9
1
2
1
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2
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1
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2
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2
4
1
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4
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3
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6
2
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1
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4
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0
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1
8
0
1
0
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Stat.

4
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4
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7
4
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1
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0
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3
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2
8
1
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3
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2
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3
9
0
2
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2
6
1
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5
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8
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4
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1
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4
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1
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Stat.

3
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0
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3
9
0
2
1

)
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2
10
2
0
0

fa

1.53
7.5*
1.53
1.53
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fm

1.51
7.5?
1.53]
1.53
.76

fir
1.51
7.58
1.51
1.51
.76

7^+2(7

. 4.44
1 14.12
. 4.44
. 4.44
; 2.82

ta+Qo

4.44
14.12
4.44
4.44
2.82

fjU+20

4.44
14.12
4.44
4.44
2.82
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1
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2
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Stat.

3
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No
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5
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3
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3
2
1
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1
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>
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7
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6
l
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1
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1
1
1
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0
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2
4
1
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0
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200

Stat.

6
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8

25
1

For

4
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0
2
1
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6
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17
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3
8
2
2
0
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Stat.

7 i
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16 !
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For

3
10
1
2
0

•p

1.51
7-58
1.51
1.51

.76
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1.51
7.58
1.51
1.51
.76
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4.44
14.12

4.44
4.44
2.82
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4.44
14.12
4.44
4.44
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DISCL'SSIOX

(sClbaFil: You 'Miy that in one case run at Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory
(KAPL) It was observed that ther«? was ,1 tenth of a percent bios in the eigen-
value. !3ow nauy histories were ran per ;>ciu»r.U ion in th.it ;-;is«/.'

f!ast: Five hundred. The 0.1."' bias was not considered acceptable by
people at KAPL. Their approach was sir.ply to go to approximately 2000 his-
tories per iteration en the assumption that the bias would then drop to 0.025/i.

Did they have other information about other problems? For
example, was this Q.17. particularly large or was it typical of the problems
they ran?

G'Xat: Iheir ccnttlusivn van that it could he typical*

Kilac: I was there at tJie tlsso. They were '.ryinjj to compute K'H to about
O.lfS and tlaey wanted tl»"ir error:-; to be snail cr>:.:;>.iiiv<l with Hli.it.

Iclbiir-'l: Any questions or coi^eniu?

;'aJ(,j: I have ;J tfireai f.iiny corrr.t'nts, because 1 think that this was a
very stimulating, cirrfiil, and interesting paper. First of all, once you have
decided for various reaiion;; that you r.ust make your simulatvii Hysteir. super-
crlCical, why insist on any restrictions on the number of histories in succes-
sive generations, or or. the nur.bcr of fissions? U"hy not sircply let these num-
bers *'ary freely and prepare yourself to contend with tlie nild progranuning
prcblea of handling JS';;?:J of v.'jriable length. The lists will probably go out
on discs anyway, and yoij totally renove the bia". The bias associated with
increasing n Is removed from the problem, and the game is fairer still. It
Keens to no that the use of am increasing n presents complications in under-
sEanding and analysing errors. As I ivi.iarked to you before, a scheme for
tutalyzing errors; that 1 find seers to r>.'ork in situations of Lhis kind is to do
the following. Asou:.:e that I am going to do 120 iterations, of which the
first twenty are to be ignored. 1 then divide the remaining 100 into groups
of 20, and I calculate a mean for each ;;roup. This, of course, is a biased
mean, and the bias is different froin the bias of the grand ensemble mean.
Then I compute the standard deviation oi the individual means, estimate serial
correlation coefficients between each group, and infer a statistical error for
the whole problem. It is a rather simple strategy.

Gclbard: Let sne comment on one of the suggestions that Kalos was making.
The suggestion seens to be essentially that, when you average over generations,
you do this without normalising the eigenvectors per generation. You then end
up with an arbitrarily normalized eigenvector which you may normalize, of
course, after you ate finished. Suppose that is what you do. Now that you
have normalized you will introduce a bias again, because the bias comes from
the fluctuation in the denominator when you normalize. That is the conclusion
that comes out of the analysis that we are going to talk about in our next
paper. The bias comes from nonlinear terms in the iteration equations, the
nonlinear terms being introduced by the denominator in the normalization pro-
cess . So, if the bias is to be decreased by the process that you described,
the amplitude of the fluctuations in the denominator must be decreased. Now,
you might expect that they would be decreased because the denominator now
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cones, not fren one generation, but frora a sun over all of the generations
which arc being averaged. In other words, if you take as your estimate of the
eigenfunction a ana over, let us say 100 generations, then to normalize, you
divide h/ the vohine integral of this sun. You might expect that the denomina-
tor, being a mean over cany generations, night not fluctuate much. Mai, do
you disagree?

ilalss: I disagree with the whole argument. There is no fundamental nor-
malization here for the eigenfunction anyway.

Gclbcwd: That's the real question. Whan I am asserting is that when you
go to use the eigenvector, you always find yourself forced to normalize it in
soce way. You cay want to estimate ratios between the eigenvector at one
point and another, and when you find these ratios, you are adopting a particu-
lar noimalization procedure. The simplest normalization to adopt, in princi-
ple, is the one where you normalize the final average to one.

r'liZcc: But in csticatliig ratios ray procedure Introduces no bias.

ucll"Ji\2: That la where 1 disagree. 1 disagree because any estimate you

Rake eventually is based en a normalized eigenvector•

Kalco: But the normalization drops out.

5cHard: Why does it drop out? You divide the vector you are getting by
an integral of that vector.

Kalco: Suppose I decided to divide the eigenvector by 73.

Golbard: If you always divided it by 73 you would again have an unnor-
nalized eigenfunction.

Kalco: Right!

Gclbavd: And you could not compare the value at one point with the value
at another point. To make a cenparison of values at one point with values at
another point, you always m e t , in one way or another, introduce a normaliza-
tion.

Kaloo: I an afraid I don't understand that remark at all.

Gelbard: What 1 am saying in that you cannot get away from normalizing
the eigenvector that comes out of a Monte Carlo code calculation. I am say-
ing that the value of the eigenvector at a point, unnormalized, is not useable,
is not what you are after. You are after a value at a point normalized in some
way, or else the vaJue at one point divided by the value at another point.

Kaloa: Well,, if it is the value at one point divided by value at another
point, then obvJr-3ly the normalization is irrelevant.

Gelbafd: Well, I would say that the normalization then is the normaliza-
tion to the value at the point at which you are getting the ratio. But another
way of doing the same thing, of comparing different eigenvectors, or eigen-
vectors at different points, is to normalize the eigenvector so that its
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integral Is one. This is the most convenient way of normalizing; and once you
normalize in this way, you are taking the eigenfunction and dividing it by a
fluctuating denominator, and you have a bias again. So I think that the elimi-
nation of the bias in this way, although it sounds attractive at first glance,
is really an illusion. I think that you must normalize the eigenvector, even-
tually, when you use It for any practical purpose, and when you do, you will
again Introduce a bias. The question is whether you have diminished the bias
by normalizing in this codified way.

Covcyou; Are you talking about taking the value of the eigenfunction at
two different points and craparing them?

Gclbard: I say that that is what you usually do when you compute the
eigenvector.

CachuuZl: Isn't it clear then that, when you take the ratio, normaliza-
tion cancels out?

Ktilco: "Iherefore, the bias that comet- from the denominator is totally
irrelevant",, and if you bring it into the analysis of variance you are making
a nistake?

(lelb'.n*d; Let ne then define an alternative way of normalizing. I will
take one point In the problen and normalize to one. That Is another way of

I also say that it is a biased way of normalizing.

Kciloo: All ways of normalizing are biased.

Gclbsrd; So, 1 an saying that you cannot get away from a normalization
procedure of one kind or another and when you introduce a normalization proce-
dure, whether you like it or not, you will come back with a bias.

Kales: It Is true that the ratio of the two estimates of the eigenfunc-
tion, being a ratio, is very likely to be a biased quantity. But, one must
deal with the bias in that ratio directly, and in fact the bias introduced by
another normalisation factor, is totally irrelvant.

Gelb&rd: What 1 am paying is that some sort of normalization of the
eigenvector is Inescapable when you go to use or exhibit your results; and

itever normalization you use will introduce bias. Every time that you in-
iduce a normalization procedure, you introduce the bias again. The question
: How large Is the bias for different normalization procedures? Suppose

you normalize in the way I described, namely you get the sum over man/ many
unncrmalized generations, then divide by that sum. You now have an alternate
way of normalizing. Now, you may ask, how is this mean biased, compared to
the other mean? 1 think that is a question that you have to look at if you
are going to propose this procedure. I think you have to recognize that the
end result is going to be normalized; the most convenient way to normalize is
to divide by the integral. You can ask: what kind of bias you have once that
normalization is carried out. Is it smaller than the bias you would get by
normalizing each eigenvector and averaging? This I think is a question one
ought to be able to answer.
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dshV'jl': Yes, but still, the question is: What is biased? The estimate
of the noraaliaed oigenfunctinn is biased, each estimate separateKy. The ratio
of two of the vaJuos of the oigenfunction is biased also. But, the second is
not biased be.car.se the first one is biased. The ratio is biased because it is
a ratio.

JcZiwd: Normalizing to a value at one poin^ is one way of normalizing.
I an saying a r.:ore coranon, and also perfectly satisfactory way, is to normalize
so that the integral is one. In any case you must normalize to exhibit your
results, and to use "' ~i, and then you cone back with a bias. The question
that you should ask is whether one of these approaches gives you Lss bias in
the normalized result than the other. My suspicion is that the bias in this
alternative procedure, which does sound attractive when you think about it
first, is not really smaller than the bias in the conventional normalization.

'j.int: I woul ' ":";ti to -flake one point about normalization. In cur RKf.'AP
;,."oyrar! th-. . ig.a . . .ion can be ix-pr^enied, either by the .ici-uroulated tu*u~
trcti source which vJ input at the beginning of each iteration, or by the .«-eu-
r.ukitrjt! output oi" an iteration, the neutron production. You can visualise nor-
'iwliEint; cither end otf the generation. We always normalize the input. To ncc-
inollsv the input cno koepa the total starring weight of all neutrons the sui.iu
in each gonrafion. if you want to normalize the output, the neutron produc-
tion (and I on not sure whether you were referring to this), the process b>.'-
cor.es cuch store complex.

lolloj'd; Another way of avoiding bias in the eigenvector is to keep a
£i::ea number of histories per generation but, when you average, to ass' n each
generation a weight — the weight being equal to the eigenvalue coming .. rom
that generation. 1 think this approach is very closely related to wiim is in
cne of ^ieberoth's papers. But I suspect, aga-'n, that when you try to use the
eigenfunction you are forced to normalise it. And, when you normalise it, you
arc again forced to divide by a fluctuating denominator, and again I think
that you will get a bias when you finally do normalize. It is just hard to
see what you can do with the unaarmai'.ized shape: every time you try to use it
you are forced to normalize in one tray or another- Well, anymore comments?

Kotos: Ye*-, I would like to comment on the subject of importance sampl-
ing. You conjectj;-v that there is no other form of importance sampling which
would have direct application to the reduction of variance of the eigenfunc-
tion or, in general, to the acceleration of the iterative process. This is
false. There is such <J form of importance sampling, at least, in theory.
Work on this sort of importance sampling originally goes back to Goad and
Johnson. A variant of their method was published by me in a paper presented
at the ANS Topical Meeting in Kiamesha Lake. There I pointed out that if you
solve the adjoint transport equation, and if you use the fundamental mode of
the power distribution as an importance function then, in the limit where
ordinary importance sampling is carried out exactly, you get zero variance
estimates for the flux at any point you care to choose to start the history.
This process converges in one generation and, therefore, you have an accelera-
tion and zero variance technique at the same time. The estimates you need to
bias with are the value of the power. Thus you have the possibility of start-
ing with an approximation and, perhaps, doing a multi-stage sampling in which
improvements in your guess are fed back. I have no idea how this would work
out in practice but at least, in theory, there is an importance sampling method
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which reduces variance and accelerates convergence. It is of the same general
character as tiiese you have looked at, but the point of view is quite different.

Gaoii Our feeling was tSi.it because wo -i.-t-d the flux or the power over
oany edit regions, that in trying to gut a shape vo would be confronted with
a sequence of adjoir.ts, and we ....

Kilco: So, it is one adjoint only — there is a single adjoint. There
Is a single adjoint which gives the flux at any point in the reactor with zero
variance.

Goat: At a prechosen point. Then you have to do many points.

y.aivs: Yes, yes,

'JjiJt: It is our intuitive fueling (thouj;!> we intend to look into this in
Dore detail, by the way) ttwt we v'ouid probably nor gain very much relative to
a norr.jl forward run.

!ICIIM-I: !3«caa:;c of tint' number of points vou nrv interested in?

G.-lOtt YC;J, but 1 ..'in very interested in your f.-elings .us to what the gain
could be.

Kizlco: I wish I had feelings as to what the gain could be.

Cach'^elt: My experience lias beep nainly with shielding problems, not
crtticallty prcblens, but ay guess is that almost any method of getting an
approxinate adjoint function will help a lot. Whether that is true for the
reactor, for the cricicality problem, I do not know, but I see no reason why
it would not be true.


